
SUB  :- CHEMISTRY                
TOPIC :-  COAL AND PETROLUEM          
                STD :- VII 

  

1. Explain types of coal in detail        5 marks 

2. Write a short Note petroleum Refinery. 

3. Define combustion ? Explain 4 types of combustion. 

4. Compare solid fuels & Gaseous Fuel 

5. What are five extinguisher ? Explain Principle and give their types. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SOLUTION 

1. Lignite & Anthracite 

 1.   Lignite Coal :-           
        i)   Colour : It is soil type , brownish black      
       ii)   Content : High Sulphur corilent        
      iii)   Moisture : Upto 45% of moisture.       
      Iv)   Calorific Value : Less than 5 kw/kg approx.     
       v)   use : Electric Power Generation. 

           2.   Antracite :           
    i)   Colour & type : Hard, lustrous black coloured.     
    ii)  Content : how sulphur & high in carbon      
   iii) Moisture : Less than 15%         
   iv)  Calorific value : 7 kw/kg         
   v)   Use : Electric Generation & space heating. 

       

2. i)   Petroleum is natural Resources from which disel & Petrol are obtained .  
 ii)   Petroleum is dark oily liquid . It has an unpleasant odour.    
 iii)  Mixture of various constituents such as petroleum gas, petrol. Diesel. Lubrrcaling
       oil, Paraffix wax etc.          
 iv)  Process of separating various constituent of petroleum is known as refining  
 v)   Many useful products such as refinery gas, petrol, Naphtha, Kerosene, Disel, 
       Lubrcating oil, fuel oil, are obtained from petroleum.     
 Vi)  Petroleum is also called as Black Gold  

3. Combustion :  The chemical process in which a substance reacts with oxygen to give
  heat is collect combustion.         
 2  2 eg    : -  C + O CO + Heat +light    

 Types of Combustion :-           
 i)  Incomplete combustion   :-        
      Fuel when burning is a limited supply of air, tends to
  form carbon Monoxide. fuel + Air  Carbon Monoxide  

   



ii)  Complete Combustion            
    Fuel when excess supply of air,tends to from carbon   
dioxiode.  2fuel + Air   Carbon dioxideO   

iii)   Rapid Combustion                   
   combustion in which gas burns rapidly and produces Light & heat  
 iv)   slow combustion      Combustion which takes place  

 

4.  

Solid fuels 
1.  combustile substance 
which are solid  
     At room temp 
2.  Leave lot of residue on 
burning 
3.  High ignition 
temperature 
4.  Burn with smoke 
5.  Solid fuels are cheap 
6.  Eg :- Wood, coal etc. 

Gaseous fuel       
1.   Combustile gas or mixture of 
combustile gases is              
      Know as gaseous fule. 
2.   NO residue left after burning. 
3.   Leu ignition temperature  
4.   No smoke 
5.   Gaseous fuels are costly. 
      Eg. CNG, LPG, Biogas.  

 

5. Five Extinguisher   :  It is a device used for putting off fires . 2CO  is the basic source
  for extinguishing fires in moost of extinguisher  

Principle    :-           
  2CO  gas is not an supporter of combustion . Being heavier than air, it 
forms a layer below air. Thus 2CO  layer formed between flames and air cuts off the 
contact between air and fire, as reset the five is preuentea from spreading & is finally 
put off due to shortage of supply of oxygen to fire. 

Types.            
 I)    Soda Acid fire extinguisher         
 ii)   Foam type five extinguisher 

 

 


